
Essential academic vocabulary 1

most important
issue

be capable of  multitasking

do an aptitude test

feel discouraged

make  an ethical choice

acknowledge fans
attract  criticism

accept challenges

assess customer 

service

enforce the law

1__________________

3__________________

4__________________

5__________________

6 __________________7__________________9_________________
10 __________________ 

12 __________________

13 __________________

11 __________________

14 __________________

advance your career

hesitate to 

say something

8__________________

ignore boundaries

acknowledge your mistakes
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Write 5 sentences using the words or phrases above.

EXAMPLE:   You need to acknowledge your mistakes if you want to be a successful  businessman.

1____________________________________________________________
2____________________________________________________________
3____________________________________________________________
4____________________________________________________________
5____________________________________________________________
6 ____________________________________________________________

2__________________



Essential academic vocabulary 1 
1 acknowledge your mistakes 
2 most important issue 
3 make an ethical choice 
4 enforce the law 
5 attract criticism 
6 hesitate to say something 
7 feel discouraged 
8 accept challenges 
9 be capable of multi-tasking 
10 ignore boundaries 
11 do an aptitude test 
12  assess customer service 
13 advance your career 
14 acknowledge fans 



Academic vocabulary 1 
 
 

Instructions: Complete these sentences using the words on this list. 
 
 

acknowledge  acknowledged  advance  advances  aptitude  assess  boundary 
challenged criticism discouraged enforce ethical hesitated issue 

1. The students talked about the  of saving energy. 
 

2. She  him to another tennis match. 
 

3. The twentieth century saw great  in the field of medicine. 
 

4. Kim's  of his classmates made him unpopular. 
 

5. My dog  when I gave him a command he did not know. 
 

6. They will  him to captain. 
 

7. Some people have an  for drawing. 
 

8. The fence is the  of our neighbor's property. 
 

9. The teachers  their students at the end of every term. 
 

10. His bad test grade  him. 
 

11. The town council makes the rules and the police  them. 
 

12. She would not  her mistake. 
 

13. Animal rights groups argue that the use of these animals in experiments is not  even though it is 
legal. 

 
14. Her grandmother  the gift with a note of thanks. 



Essential academic vocabulary 1 answers 
 
1 issue 
2 challenged  
3 advances  
4 criticism 
5  hesitated 
6 advance  
7 aptitude 
8 boundary 
9 assess 
10 discouraged 
11 enforce 
12 acknowledge 
13 ethical 
14 acknowledged 
 


